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Non-Gaussian statistical properties of the azimuthally averaged momentum and particle fluxes driven
by turbulence have been simultaneously observed in inhomogeneous magnetized plasmas for the first
time. We identified the stretched Gaussian distribution of the both fluxes and the transition from the
point-wise distribution to averaged ones was confirmed. The change of the particle flux precedes that
of the momentum flux, demonstrating that the momentum flux is induced by the relaxation of density
gradient.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3601767]

Non-Gaussianity of the probability density function
(PDF) is one of the key elements that characterize the far-non-
equilibrium states.1,2 Reports were made on the point-wise
measured particle flux in turbulent plasmas,3–6 where the non-
Gaussian PDF of particle flux has often been observed. It was
pointed out that even if the local density and electric field per-
turbation obey the Gaussian statistics, the induced local parti-
cle flux can show the exponential tail.5 Although progresses
have been noticeable in the experimental study of local parti-
cle flux, measurements of the global transport phenomena by
turbulence stochasticity are required because relaxation of the
far-non-equilibrium media depends upon the global transport
of the media. The global momentum flux is essential for the
generation of global axial vector field by thermal turbulence
(e.g., zonal flow, geo- and astro-dynamo magnetic field, etc).7

Furthermore, recent researches have discussed the link
between the momentum transport P and particle transport C.8

On the whole, simultaneous observations of statistics of the
global (particle and momentum) transport phenomena are
required to understand structural formation in the far-non-equi-
librium systems. In this paper, we present the first simultane-
ous observation of the azimuthally averaged particle and
momentum fluxes ( Ch i and Ph i, respectively) by turbulence
in inhomogeneous cylindrical magnetized plasmas. Statistical
properties of the both fluxes were investigated in detail, and
we found that both Ph i and Ch i obey the stretched Gaussian
distribution, P!X" / exp!#cXXaX" where X $ Ph i or Ch i,
and the indices a Ph i and a Ch i were obtained. The transition

from the point-wise index to averaged ones is identified. The
simultaneous observation of the two fluxes realizes the joint
PDF of the two fluxes as well as correlation analysis between
the both fluxes. The change of Ch i precedes that of Ph i, dem-
onstrating that the momentum flux is induced by the relaxation
of density gradient.

Fully-developed drift-wave turbulence in a linear device
(the Large Mirror Device-Upgrade, LMD-U (Ref. 9)) is stud-
ied. Magnetic field strength B is fixed at 0.09 T in the center
of the vessel, and the ion cyclotron frequency fci is %34 kHz.
Auto-power spectra of the ion saturation current Ii,,sat and
floating potential Uf fluctuations have broadband property10

combined with some spectral peaks observed at %1 kHz
(f=fci% 0.03, m% –1) and %4 and 7-8 kHz (f=fci% 0.12, 0.22
and m% 0–1, 2), shown in Fig. 1(a). Two types of the probe
array were used in this experiment to compare the two flux
quantities, the P and C, at the same radial location r$ 4 cm
where the local momentum transport has a maximum
(Fig. 1(b)). (Radius of the cylindrical plasma is 5 cm.) Our
main interest is the origin of the momentum flux, therefore,
we chose the radius r$ 4 cm as the observation location
here. The P was measured with 16 channel Reynolds stress
probe array (16ch-RSP).11 The 16ch-RSP is arranged
approximately at regular intervals in the azimuthal direction.
The C was simultaneously measured with the 64ch azimuthal
probe array.12 (The Ii,sat and Uf were measured alternately
along the azimuthal direction to observe the particle flux.)
The two probe arrays are located at the same radial location
within the accuracy of 1 mm. We compute the stationary Ufs
averaged azimuthally and temporally with the 16ch-RSP

hUf;RSPi
! "

and with the 64ch azimuthal probe array

!hUf;64chi", and the accuracy d$ 1 mm was obtained from
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the expression @Uf

@r d $ hUf;RSPi# hUf;64chi. Here, for the

physical quantity X, !X indicates temporal average over time

scale much longer than f#1
fluctuation. Average Ii,,sat and Uf have

radial gradient, shown in Fig. 1(c), and they demonstrate that
the target plasma is under the far-non-equilibrium state.
Turbulent fluxes are mainly driven by fluctuations at the
frequency range less than 10 kHz. For instance, the values

of the mean turbulent fluxes are hCif<30 kHz % 1:12

&1020 m#2s#1, hCif<10kHz % 1:07& 1020m#2s#1, hPif<30kHz

% 3:38& 105m2s#2, and hPif<10kHz % 3:03& 105m2s#2.

In this experiment, the C and P are observed with two
diagnostics located axially 25 cm from each other. The axial
phase difference of fluctuations may affect the comparison
between the C and P. To validate the comparison, the joint
PDF of Ufh i observed with the two diagnostics is shown in
Fig. 1(d). Good correlation is found between the Ufh i s meas-
ured with the two arrays. The normalized cross-correlation
functions between the azimuthally averaged floating potential
measured with the RSP and the one measured with the 64ch
probe were also investigated, as shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f).
The stationary components are subtracted before the analysis.
The maximum correlation larger than 0.9 implies that axial
decay of turbulence correlation between the Ufh i s measured
with the two probe arrays is negligible. In addition, the time
lags at the maximum correlation are smaller than 1 ls (the
sampling time step$ 1 ls), and this implies that the axial
phase shift is also negligibly small. Therefore, we compare
the two flux quantities measured with the two probe arrays
under the hypothesis that the turbulence, which is analyzed
here, is quasi-two-dimensional.

PDFs of plasma fluctuations have been intensively investi-
gated to clarify statistics of transport events. Non-Gaussian
properties of C and P have been studied theoretically5,13,14

and experimentally.4–6,15–17 Global transport phenomena are
determined by the flux events averaged over the flux surface
and=or over the full azimuthal direction. To show the evidence

of the difference of PDFs between the local one and azimu-
thally-averaged one, dependence of PDF of azimuthally aver-
aged Reynolds stress (RS) on the number of the RSP is first
shown. We compute P!t : N" $

PN
j$1P!t"

! "
=N, where

Pj(t) is the flux which is measured by the j-th probe in 16 con-
secutive probes. (Here, N is the number of consecutive probes,
over which averaging is taken.) The PDF of P(t:N) is meas-
ured and shown in Fig. 2(a). As summation number N
increases, the statistical properties of PDF (i.e., mean, standard
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis) proceed to converging on fi-
nite values (N$ 8–16). Non-Gaussian, non-diffusive transport
dominates in the observed drift-wave turbulence.

Non-Gaussian PDFs of fluxes are characterized by their
tail forms. Figure 3(a) shows calculated tail exponent of the
PDF of the Ph i. Least square fittings are performed, and
a$ 1.208 is obtained. The P(P) covers three or four orders of
magnitude, and therefore, the exponent can be precisely deter-
mined. We show here that, in a turbulent plasma, the PDFs of
flux follow the stretched Gaussian law (different from the
Gaussian, shown in Fig. 3(b)). The stretched Gaussian distri-
bution is defined as P!X" / exp!#cXXaX" where X $ Ph i or
Ch i, and the indices a Ph i and a Ch i were obtained. We next an-
alyze the relation between the point-wise RS and the RS
which is summed over the azimuthal direction. For this pur-
pose, the dependence of the tail exponent a of the RS PDF on
the summation number N is studied. We found that the tail of
PDF of P(t:N) is fitted to the stretched Gaussian distribution
as well (Figure 3(a)). For Ph i, we observed that the exponent
varies from 0.6 (point-wise) to 1.2 (averaged), as the spatial
length of averaging becomes longer and converges to a con-
stant value. For Ch i, we have a% 1.75 with N$ 16.

The origin of the difference between the local PDF and
the spatially averaged PDF is the internal structure of the tur-
bulence flux event. The PDF of point-wise flux represents
“microscopic” dynamics. The averaging over spatial range
larger than that of the flux event causes mixing among the
different flux events; here, averaged flux quantity converges.
The azimuthal size of the flux event is smaller than the arc-

FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Radial profile of auto-power spectrum of floating potential. Radial profiles of (b) point-wise turbulence momentum flux and (c) time-aver-
aged floating potential (black) and ion saturation current (red). (d) Joint PDF between the floating potential measured with the RSP and the one measured with
the 64ch probe. (e) and (f) Normalized cross-correlation functions between azimuthally averaged floating potentials measured with RSP and those measured
with the 64ch probe. The complete range of (f) is the same as for (e), but the plotted range is restricted to6 10 ls.
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length shared by 4 RSPs, which is the characteristic wave-
length of dominant modes in turbulence. Figure 3(c) clearly
demonstrates that the mixing of these microscopic dynamics
constitutes the PDF for the azimuthally-averaged flux.

In order to clarify the causal relationship between the two
flux events (i.e., Ch i and Ph i), the time lags between Ch i and
Ph i are evaluated by the use of the cross-correlation tech-
nique. Figure 4 shows histograms of time lags between Ch i
and Ph i. About 28 000 data windows from 14 shots are used
to obtain the data of delay time at the maximum correlation.
Cross-correlations between Ch i and Ph i are found to be typi-
cally around 0.4-0.45; thus, phase relation is credible, although
there is a large variance in the time-lag. Fluctuation frequency
ranges were chosen as 1–10 kHz and 1–30 kHz in digital fil-
tering. Histograms differ for the two frequency ranges. For the
1–30 kHz data, a significant peak appears at %#25 ls with a

secondary one at %25 ls. The peak at negative time lag indi-
cates that Ch i leads Ph i. For the 1–10 kHz data, the histogram
has a significant peak at #25 ls. In both cases, probability at
the lag time of %#25 ls is the largest, indicating that the hCi
mainly leads hPi by %25 ls. For two-dimensional turbulence,
the measurement of time lag is not affected by the difference
of measurement locations between the hCi and hPi. Long-
time averages of fluxes are sustained by fluctuations in the fre-
quency range of 1–10 kHz as is explained in the beginning of
this article. The observation of the significant peak at #25 ls
in Fig. 4 demonstrates the causal relationship between the par-
ticle flux and the momentum flux in this plasma turbulence.
We have confirmed that the change of Ch i precedes that of
Ph i, demonstrating that the momentum flux is induced by the
relaxation of density gradient.

The joint PDF technique is a powerful tool to clarify the
correlation between two turbulent quantities. The joint PDF is
constructed for the pair of variables P C!t"h i; P t' 25 ls! "h i! "
and is shown in Fig. 5. The contour of joint PDF has a “pearl
shell” shape. In the contour plots, positive Ch i is mainly corre-
lated with positive Ph i and this confirms the significant corre-
lation between Ch i and Ph i in the tail parts. In addition, the
variance in the joint PDF must also be highlighted. The Reyn-
olds stress has a large variance for a given value of the particle
flux, even in the tail of PDF. This indicates that the deviation
of Ph i from long-time mean of Ph i, hPi, remains substan-
tially, both for the bulk and tail of the distribution of Ch i. The
deviation from the mean distribution is the key that character-
izes the dynamical property of non-equilibrium media as is
illustrated in Ref. 18. The quantities r ( hPi# hPi

! "
and

r ( hCi# hCi
! "

are interpreted as fluctuating stress and fluc-
tuating source, respectively, in the transport equations for
mean profiles. The general importance of such fluctuation parts
is stressed in modern plasma physics.19 An example of their
impacts is seen in the onset of transition in plasma confine-
ment. Collisional damping force for rotation in toroidal plas-
mas becomes a decreasing function of the rotation velocity

FIG. 2. (Color) Dependence of PDFs of (a) the turbulence momentum flux
and (b) the turbulence particle flux on summation number of probes. Differ-
ence of colors indicates difference of numbers of probes used in averaging
over the azimuthal direction. Significant difference between point-wise
PDFs and azimuthally averaged ones is confirmed.

FIG. 3. (Color) (a) Logarithm plot of azimuthally aver-
aged positive PDF of RS Ph i! " vs. Ph i# Pmeanh i! "a.
Black points are full PDF data, blue squares are data
used to determine the most likely value of a, and red line
indicates PDF with the most likely value of a. An a value
of 1.208 is obtained as a result of the least square fitting,
thus, the PDF of RS is far from Gaussian feature. (b)
PDF of the Reynolds stress (black) and Gaussian distri-
bution function (red) with mean and variance same as
those of the Reynolds stress PDF. (c) Dependence of tail
exponents of the PDF of the RS upon number of contigu-
ous RSPs summed sequentially in the azimuthal direction
in estimation of the tail exponents. The tail exponents
start to converge when the number of probes used in
averaging is larger than 4. PDFs of the global transport
are non-Gaussian.
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above a certain threshold.18 Thus, the transition to the state of
higher rotation velocity shear is strongly enhanced by the pres-
ence of fluctuating force and source.20 The finding of the var-
iance in the joint PDF indicates that the fluctuating force and
fluctuating source must be introduced as independent terms for
constructing the dynamical equation of mean parameters of
plasmas far from equilibrium.

The observation of the indices aX X $ P; Ph i;C; Ch i! "
is compared to theoretical considerations. With the assump-
tion of Gaussian fluctuation fields, the PDF of point-wise C
is predicted to have an exponential tail (i.e., aC$ 1),5 while
that of P was shown to be a stretched Gaussian with
aP$ 1.5.13 Analysis of the flux-averaged particle flux Ch i in

simulation has suggested a log-normal or extreme value dis-
tribution (EVD, Ref. 14) or stretched Gaussian distribution.22

Importance of studying PDF of the global fluxes has been
recognized, e.g., in conjunction with the possible avalanche
in particle flux21 or in understanding the fluctuating momen-
tum flux (i.e., noise force) on the generation processes of the
global fields. The relation between the non-Gaussian prop-
erty of fluctuating fields and that of particle=momentum
fluxes will be discussed in future article.
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FIG. 4. (Color) Histograms of time lags at the maximum correlation
between azimuthally averaged Reynolds stress per mass density Ph i! " and
azimuthally averaged radial particle flux Ch i! ". From about 28 000 data win-
dows. Distributions of time lag are obtained from the time series data of 1–
10 kHz (black) and from the data of 1–30 kHz (red). In both cases, probabil-
ity at the lag time of %#25 ls is the largest. The Ch i mainly leads Ph i by
%25 ls.

FIG. 5. (Color) Logarithm contour of joint PDFs of azimuthally averaged
Reynolds stress per mass density Ph i! " and azimuthally averaged radial par-
ticle flux Ch i! ". Contours are plotted at 0.5 intervals. Horizontal or vertical
axis indicates Ph i or Ch i normalized by their respective standard deviation.
Joint PDF in the frequency range 1–30 kHz is plotted in black, and that in
the 1–10 kHz range is plotted in red. Time series of Ch i are delayed by
25 ls relative to those of Ph i, so that the plot for a perfect correlation would
correspond to a straight line through the origin. The PDFs of Ph i are corre-
lated with those of Ch i, but the variance between them is also significant.
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